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And The Inky Butterﬂy 2019 Coloring Wall Calendar A Magical 2019 Calendar To Color collections that we have. This is why you remain in the best
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Enchanted Fairies Coloring Book 2018
Romantic Country: The Third Tale Eriy 2017-05-02 Cheerful rural villages,
forests, lakeside scenery, and magical people await you and your colored
pencils in this follow-up to Romantic Country: A Fantasy Coloring Book
and Romantic Country: The Second Tale by Japanese illustrator Eriy, who
uses an ink-dipped toothpick to draw each intricate design. Inside are
pages and pages of provincial delights for you to bring to life through
coloring: magical forests ﬁlled with fairies, delightful town squares
bustling with people, whimsical village scenes, charming castles with
towers-and so much more, sure to delight people of all ages. Romantic
Country: The Third Tale will whisk you away to a black-and-white fantasy
land that you can bring to colorful life.
Johanna Basford Land, Sea, and Sky
Worlds of Wonder Johanna Basford 2021-03-30
Lost Causes, The Jessica Koosed Etting 2018-10-02 Science ﬁction
meets murder mystery in this edge-of-your-seat thriller. The Lost Causes
are ﬁve teens with serious problems and only one thing in common:
people have written them oﬀ. Now theyêre thrown together in group
therapy, with vague promises of healing. Their problems do go away when
they drink the water their therapist gives them. But thatês because itês
not just water Ä Unknowingly, the teens have ingested a serum that gives
them psychic powers, part of an FBI plan to ﬁnd out who was behind the
grisly murder that has rocked their small town. Their new powers will help
them uncover clues and follow leads that have eluded the authorities, and
their outsider status gives them the perfect cover. But the same traits
that make them top investigators also make them vulnerable. As they
close in on the murderer, they expose a much larger conspiracy that puts
them directly in harmês way and makes them wonder who ã if anyone ã
they can trust.
480 Color Combinations Alina Zoll 2019-06-19 480 color palettes with
hex codes. [ INSPIRATION ] There're 320 four-color combinations and 168
two-color schemes for your inspiration. [ PAGE THEME ] Each page is a
color theme on its own. Not only can you use a particular color scheme,
but also combine ones from the same page. [ LARGE SIZE ] 8,5 x 11
inches book. No need to squint to see how colors go together. [ FEATURES
] Printed 12 color schemes per page (40 pages in total), glossy laminated
cover, 60# (100 GSM) paper. [ ART GIFT ] Makes a great practical gift for
artistic people, crafters, designers, art school students, coloring book
lovers, art teachers.
Anton Seder Pomegranate Communications 2019-01-15 At the end of the
nineteenth century, German artist and professor Anton Seder was
appointed founding director of Strasbourgs College of Decorative Arts.
Seder (18501916) developed the school as an inﬂuential artistic force in
the Alsace-Lorraine region, creating work that bridged French and German
artistic styles and contributed to the development of Art Nouveau. Among
Seders work from this time is Die Pﬂanze in Kunst und Gewerbe (The plant
in art and trade), two volumes of approximately two hundred images,
stunning in their artistry and graceful depiction of nature. One hundred
thirty years after its publication, this visual tour of the worlds plants (and
a few animals, if you look closely) represents some of the most vibrant
work of the era. The illustrations in this colouring book come from a copy
of Die Pﬂanze held in the collections of the British Library. One page at
the back of the colouring book has been left blank, so that you can
decoratively document the plant life that ﬂourishes near you. Images
The Night Voyage Daria Song 2016 "Originally published in Korea as
The Present by The Angle Books Co., Ltd., Seoul, in 2015"--Page 2.
Birdtopia Daisy Fletcher 2016-05-10 Welcome to Birdtopia – a curious
black-and-white paradise where birds can be as small as insects and
ﬂowers as tall as trees. From tropical blooms to wild woodlands, Birdtopia
ivy-and-the-inky-butterfly-2019-coloring-wall-calendar-a-magical-2019-calendar-to-color

contains a stunning selection of inquisitive birds from across the world
including gentle blue tits and violet-tailed sylphs; majestic peacocks and
Oriental darters; and striking birds of prey, such as the golden eagle and
great gray owl. This beautiful coloring book for all ages contains over 70
pages of wondrous birds living in a world brimming with fantastical ﬂora
and fauna. Birdtopia also includes a key of birds and eight pages of
lavishly colored illustrations to inspire the reader. The book contains a
stunning selection of birds, from gentle hummingbirds and blue tits, to the
majestic peacock and Oriental darter, to striking birds of prey, such as the
spotted eagle-owl and goshawk.
Ivy and the Inky Butterﬂy Johanna Basford 2017-10-10 An all-new
iteration of the adult coloring book—a gorgeously hand-illustrated
storybook for readers to color and cherish, both an enchanting tale and a
one-of-a-kind keepsake From coloring book queen Johanna Basford comes
a new spin on the world of adult coloring: a lavishly illustrated fable about
a little girl named Ivy who stumbles upon a secret door leading to the
magical world of Enchantia. Ivy embarks on a quest through its many
realms in pursuit of her inky butterﬂy, meeting whimsical characters and
discovering many wondrous things along the way. A charming story that
interacts playfully with beautiful, colorable artwork in Johanna's signature
style, Ivy and the Inky Butterﬂy is a one-of-a-kind adventure for readers of
all ages to customize, color, and cherish. Printed on specially selected
ivory paper. This paper has been speciﬁcally created for Johanna
Basford’s coloring books. It has a medium tooth which is perfect for
creating beautiful colored pencil eﬀects or chalk pastel backgrounds but
also wonderful for pens, which will glide eﬀortlessly over its surface.
Lost Ocean: 36 Postcards to Color and Send Johanna Basford 2016-05-31
From Johanna Basford, 36 postcards for coloring and sending to friends (or
keeping for yourself!) These clever postcards feature beautiful drawings
from Lost Ocean, illustrator and ink evangelist Johanna Basford's magical
journey beneath the waves. Color in the cards to bring to life shoals of
exotic ﬁsh, curious octopi, and delicately penned seahorses, and then
share the magic with your friends - that is, if you can bear to part with
them! Each postcard is an invitation to an inky new world hidden in the
depths of the sea. For pirates, mermaids, and undersea explorers of all
ages.
Color Me Happy Lacy Mucklow 2014-10-27 With each development in
technology, our lives become more complicated. We move through our
days in a blur of emails, text messages, and social networking. This nonstop stimulation has left us stressed-out and distanced from the joys of
the present moment. Art therapist Lacy Mucklow and artist Angela Porter
oﬀer a simple and satisfying solution to this disconnect from reality.
Featuring over 100 joyful coloring templates, Color Me Happy is a guided
coloring book designed for busy adults. Organized into therapeuticallythemed chapters, this book examines the beneﬁts of putting pencil to
paper and oﬀers adults an opportunity to channel their anxiety into joyful
creative accomplishment. Part of the international bestselling Color Me
series, Color Me Happy is the perfect way to step back from the chaos of
everyday life, color, and feel happy! Don't forget to try Color Me Calm and
Color Me Stress-Free!
Notebook Doodles Super Cute Jess Volinski 2016-05-10 Discover 32
fun notebook doodle animal designs to color with watercolors, colored
pencils, markers, crayons, or gel pens.
Color the Classics: Anne of Green Gables Jae-Eun Lee 2016-03-29 A
charming re-imagining of the beloved Anne of Green Gables novels,
oﬀering hours of calming coloring Color the Classics: Anne of Green
Gables is a part of Waves of Color’s “Color the Classics” line—a collection
of books that allows you to color your favorite literary classics for hours of
fun and relaxation. Return to beautiful Prince Edward Island where young
Anne Shirley joins her new adoptive family. Follow Anne in her spirited
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adventures, as she adapts to the joys and the heartache of her new life on
a farm, as rendered here in Jae-Eun Lee’s poignant coloring book
adaptation of the classic Anne of Green Gables novel series. An all-new
Anne of Green Gables TV movie, starring Martin Sheen, is slated for
release in early 2016, and is sure to reignite interest in this perennial
classic!
The Mysterious Mansion Daria Song 2019-02-12 From bestselling
illustrator Daria Song comes this gorgeously imagined interactive activity
book that follows the story of a young girl who ﬁnds herself lost inside a
mysterious mansion. Coloring book artist and illustrator Daria Song brings
her creative storytelling approach to a new, 4-color activity book. A young
girl, playing in the countryside, enters a mysterious mansion and must
solve a variety of puzzles and riddles to get out. With a range of diﬀerent
activities--from dot-to-dot, to intricate mazes, to optical illusions and
coloring pages--this dazzling interactive book is a new twist on adult
coloring and activity. These varied and creative activities are presented in
a gorgeous package that will delight and calm readers.
Enchanted Forest Coloring Book Mohammed Lamsakhar 2021-01-07 A
special artist's edition of the international bestseller Enchanted Forest
with 20 illustrations from the original book, ready to color and frame."The
colorists have a queen, and her name is Johanna Basford." - New York
Magazine"Consider trading in your yoga mat for a set of markers and
peruse the gorgeous gardens of Basford's imagination." - The Huﬃngton
Post"The best coloring book for anxiety." - Teen Vogue"This book
celebrates the glory of all things green and nature-y in the best way
possible: coloring book form! Even if you don't want to add color, the
illustrations themselves are frame-worthy loveliness." - Brit+ CoFrom the
publisher that brought you the hugely successful #1 New York Times
bestsellers Secret garden and Enchanted Forest, this special artist's
edition features 20 beautiful, removable art prints for coloring in. Coloring
fans of all ages will enjoy immersing themselves in a selection of the most
popular artworks from the original book featuring owls, unicorns, hot air
balloons, birdhouses, ﬂoral skulls, a magic castle, and more. The stunning
illustrations make for beautiful and aﬀordable wall décor whether they are
customized in color or left as simple, black and white line
drawings.Special features of the artist's edition include: - Presented in a
new, large-scale format for maximum coloring enjoyment- Printed on
thicker, high-quality card stock- Can be used with a variety of mediums
including both colored pencils and markers- Poster book-style prints can
be removed easily for framing, display, or craft projects- Only one image
is printed on each pull-out poster so coloring artists don't have to make an
impossible choice between favoritesFans of Leila Duly, Millie Marotta, and
Daisy Fletcher will devour Johanna Basford's intricate scenes of ﬂora and
fauna.Search #JohannaBasford on social media for hundreds of thousands
of examples of shading and coloring techniques. Get inspired and get
started.
Floribunda Leila Duly 2016-04-26 Floribunda features 20 stunningly
intricate illustrations of ﬂowers to color. Printed on high-quality card, each
large-scale illustration can be colored with a variety of media and can
easily be removed for framing. Coloring fans and botanical enthusiasts of
all ages will love these gorgeous bouquets.
World of Flowers Johanna Basford 2018-10-23 A fantastic ﬂoral adventure
and the latest sensational coloring book from bestselling artist Johanna
Basford This book invites you to travel the world and beyond into
fantastical realms, discovering exotic blooms and extraordinary plants
along the way. From ﬂoating gardens of water poppies in South Africa to
delicate cosmos in Japan, and from fanciful toadstools to enchanted
fairytale gardens, an abundance of fascinating ﬂorals awaits, ready for
you to bring to life in color. Join “colorist queen” (New York Magazine)
Johanna Basford on a dazzling ﬂoral adventure of fantasy and imagination,
ﬁlled with countless new blooms and blossoms to discover. Beautiful and
interactive, World of Flowers is a blissful and relaxing at-home activity for
people of all ages.
The Magical Garden Mel King 2016-10-07 Welcome to The Magical
Garden Colouring Book, a mysterious garden ﬁlled with fabulous ﬂora,
amazing animals, and magical creatures. Choose your favourite colouring
pencils or pens to bring the mystical garden to life. Enjoy more than 50
intricate illustrations for you to personalise, and create a magical garden
of your own - and you can even colour the beautiful matte ﬁnish
cover!Prepare to relax your mind from stress and everyday troubles, and
unwind with creative art colour therapy. Each image is single-sided which
means you don't have to worry about ruining any pictures on the other
side of the page, and you can even cut out and frame your picture once
you have completed it.Please visit www.melkingcolouringbooks.com for a
sneak peek of pages inside this book.Happy colouring!
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Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland Carroll Lewis 2020-05-05 In 1862
Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, a shy Oxford mathematician with a stammer,
created a story about a little girl tumbling down a rabbit hole. Thus began
the immortal adventures of Alice, perhaps the most popular heroine in
English literature. Matte Cover 8.5x11' Can be used as a coloring book
Ruby Charm Colors Big Book of Color Charts Susan Carlson
2020-10-08 The Ruby Charm Colors Big Book of Color Charts is ideal for:
Keeping your swatches organized Choosing the perfect hue or color
combo Tracking what you have & what you need This colored pencil chart
book for adult coloring book and colored pencil enthusiasts is useful for
those wanting all of their coloured pencils, pastels, inks, watercolor
pencils, gel pens and markers swatched in one handy book. 27 prelabeled charts for popular colored pencil brands Pre-labeled charts for
pastel pencils, ink, watercolor pencils & markers Blank charts by color
family (reds, oranges, etc.) Blanks charts for extra brands & color combos
Black black charts for swatching light colors Room for notes A few fun
designs to color Basic color theory (inside) with color wheel (back cover)
COLORED PENCIL BRAND CHARTS: Arteza Expert Black Widow Blick Studio
Bruynzeel Design Caran d'Ache Luminance Caran d'Ache Pablo Castle Arts
Cezanne Chameleon Color Tones Derwent Artists Derwent Coloursoft
Derwent Drawing Derwent Lightfast Derwent Procolour Derwent Studio
Faber-Castell Polychromos Holbein Koh-I-Noor Polycolor Lyra Rembrandt
Polycolor Marco Raﬃne Marco Renoir Mitsubishi Uni Prismacolor Premier
+ Verithin Schpirerr Farben Tombow Irojiten Special Luminance &
Lightfast Combo PASTEL PENCIL CHARTS: Caran d'Ache; Derwent; FaberCastell; Koh-I-Noor; Stabilo INK CHARTS: Dr. Ph. Martin and Tim Holtz
Distressed WATERCOLOR PENCIL CHARTS: Arteza; Bruynzeel; Caran
d'Ache Museum, Neocolor II & Supracolor; Derwent Graphitint; Derwent
Inktense; Derwent Watercolor; Faber-Castell Albrecht Dürer MARKER
CHARTS: Arteza Real Brush Pens; Copics; Faber-Castell Pitt Artist Pens;
Spectrum Noir Illustrator Markers; Tombow Dual Brush Pens Charts
organized by color family let you swatch all your reds on one page, blues
on another, etc. which is helpful when looking for the perfect hue
regardless of brand. IMPORTANT: watercolor and marker pages have
black-backed pages to minimize bleed-through. The paper in this book
(depending on where it was printed) is fairly tough, but obviously thinner
than watercolor paper. Colors can look splotchy until completely dry. We
recommend using a sheet of card stock or plastic to help protect the
pages underneath from colors bleeding through as well as potential rubthrough of pencil pigments while swatching. You can make PERSONAL
COPIES of the charts you plan to use onto your favorite paper or card
stock if the paper in this book feels too thin for your needs, or, if you just
want to put those pages of the charts you are using into a ring binder for
safe keeping. You can also deconstruct this book for ease of use, so feel
free to take it apart, keep the pages you are using in one binder, and
store the rest in case you need them later. Many oﬃce supply stores (and
FedEx service centers) will remove the spine and even spiral-bind or
punch holes in the book for you for a small fee. If you choose to do it
yourself, I have a step-by-step tutorial using another book (Creative
Companion Book Binding DIY) on my blog at rubycharmcolors.com. Or
keep it as is--the choice is yours! It is meant to be a book that grows along
with you and your artistic needs! Happy color swatching!
Secret Garden Artist's Edition Johanna Basford 2015-09-15 From the same
ink artist and original publisher who brought you SECRET GARDEN and
ENCHANTED FOREST (both international bestsellers), comes an exciting
new coloring format: the poster book. Over-sized, printed on a single side
on extremely thick card stock of 400 gsm, and easy to pull out for
framing, SECRET GARDEN: THE ARTIST'S EDITION provides larger spaces
for an easier coloring experience. This poster book features 20 enlarged
designs from Johanna Basford's ﬁrst book, SECRET GARDEN, currently a
#1 New York Times Bestseller.
A Fairies Tale Coloring and Story Book Franklin Newberry 2018-10-11
See all of the pages here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q5XTLGN66qs&t=8s Artist Tabitha L
Barnett and Author Franklin Newberry have collaborated to create a
beautiful new coloring and story book. Color your way through vibrant
landscapes ﬁlled with whimsical fairies. Follow them as they spread joy
and happiness throughout their world and immerse yourself in their story
while brightening their habitats with your favorite coloring mediums. A
fairies tale is a coloring storybook sure to please not only children but the
child in all of us.A Fairies Tale in printed on only one side of 8.5 x 11 60lb
bright white paper and glue bound with a glossy cover. Order your copies
today!!
Escape to Wonderland Warriors 2015-10-01 An enticing, extraordinarily
intricate and beautiful colouring book ﬁlled with highly detailed line
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artwork that allows the magical fantasy of Alice's Adventures in
Wonderlandto be brought to be life in an entirely unique way. Pictures
include iconic scenes from Wonderlandand its array of extraordinary
characters - the Mad Hatter, the Cheshire Cat and the Queen of Hearts to
name but a few - threaded with delicate patterns all clearly outlined in
pen and ink, making ideal spreads to colour. Pivotal moments from the
story of Aliceare scattered throughout for inspiration, and there are
spaces left within some of the compositions for individual design and
embellishment. This highly original, exquisite colouring book for older
children and adults alike is in a handy-sized square format, a perfect size
to carry around in your handbag, schoolbag with a tin of crayons you'll be
ready to colour and relax wherever and whenever the moment takes you.
2022 Coloring Planner Editors of Thunder Bay Press 2021-07-06 This
creative 18-month planner features monthly and weekly calendar views,
and inspirational quotes and images to color in as the days pass by. Every
spread in this 18-month planner—covering July 2021 to December
2022—includes an inspirational quote and an image to color. When you
start your week oﬀ with a relaxing coloring activity instead of the dreaded
Monday blahs, you’ll soon ﬁnd your mood improving in everything you
do—whether at work, play, or a quiet evening at home. Also included are
two sheets of colorful stickers that you can use to highlight important
dates and events.
The Flower Year 2017-04-18 Leila Duly's new coloring book is a
celebration of a year of ﬂowers. Month by month, follow the progress of
the seasons with intricate illustrations of ﬂowers, birds, butterﬂies, and
other insects and small creatures to color in. There are two pages per
week, adding up to a year's worth of coloring enjoyment.
How to Draw Inky Wonderlands Johanna Basford 2019-10-15 A welcoming
drawing guide for creating beautiful worlds and wondrous wildlife from
bestselling artist Johanna Basford Through her bestselling coloring books
and distinctive illustrations, Johanna Basford’s beautiful forests, ocean
depths, and hidden magical kingdoms have enchanted millions of people
around the world. In this lovely and accessible guide, she shares the fun,
simple, no-skills-needed secrets to creating your own wondrous realms
through fanciful, expressive line drawing. With step-by-step exercises,
inspiring prompts, and still plenty of pages to color, you’ll be free to let
your creativity run wild. How to Draw Inky Wonderlands invites you to
develop your personal drawing style and master creating marvelous
creatures and landscapes using only the pen or pencil in your hand and
the wildest reaches of your imagination.
The Three-Colour Drawing Book Sarah Skeate 2016-03-22 You won't
believe how much fun you can have with just three coloured ballpoint
pens! This engaging and anarchic little book takes the art of doodling and
drawing to new heights, using the most basic tools and only three colors:
red, black & blue. The artistic explorer will discover how to make punky
patterns, draw the most adorable animals, personalise their belongings,
and summon up the cutest little characters-all with the pens that they
already have at home. Combining step-by-step lessons in drawing with
ingenious ways of decorating and doodling, The Three-Colour Drawing
Book is a perfect for ballpoint mavericks of all ages.
Johanna's Christmas Johanna Basford 2016-10-25 From the creator of
the worldwide bestsellers Secret Garden and Lost Ocean, a beautiful new
adult coloring book, printed on ivory paper and featuring delicate tangles
of holly and ivy, bauble-laden Christmas trees, and mountains of
exquisitely wrapped gifts. From ﬂurries of delicate snowﬂakes to
deliciously decorated gingerbread houses and reindeer-led sleighs,
Johanna’s Christmas is a celebration of this wonderful holiday season that
invites you to pick up your pens and pencils to color, complete, or
embellish each of the festive artworks. Each of the 37 images in this book
is printed single-sided on perforated paper, so you can color and remove
the images—the perfect frameable holiday gift! Now printed on specially
selected ivory paper. This paper has been speciﬁcally created for Johanna
Basford’s coloring books. It has a medium tooth which is perfect for
creating beautiful colored pencil eﬀects or chalk pastel backgrounds but
also wonderful for pens, which will glide eﬀortlessly over its surface.
Magniﬁcent Animals Hayrullah Kaya 2016-10-25 Intricate and soothing,
this elegant colouring book for adults invites creative people of all ages to
dive into the colourful and complex world of animals, using the power of
their own imaginations. With 50 intricate black and white illustrations,
printed on perforated pages that will render them collectible, users will
colour and embellish the detailed wings of a dragonﬂy, and the intricate
patterns of zebras. Armed with artist's tools, they will explore the majesty
of the world's wild animals. Fans of National Geographic and newcomers
to the colouring world alike will welcome this creative and relaxing
journey into our natural world.
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Miniature Secret Garden Johanna Basford 2020-10-19 Rediscover coloring
with this pocket edition of Johanna Basford's multi-million bestseller
Secret Garden. Take a ramble through a secret garden created in
beautifully detailed pen-and-ink illustrations. Bring them to life with color,
while discovering the wealth of tiny creatures just waiting to be found in
the pages. With gorgeous artworks, this book will appeal to all ages.
Nice Little Town Tatiana Bogema (Stolova) 2020-01-27 I think everyone
want to know what's inside Nice Little Town houses. Now you can not only
see what's inside but make it color as you wish! Here is new book from
Nice Little Town series. Go inside nice little houses and bright interiors in
the way only you can imagine! 28 unique images! Each image printed on
one side with black colored back side. It helps so much for markers, gel
pens, and watercolor pencils. So you can use more diﬀerent instruments
for coloring without bleeding through! Please, join our group on facebook
(you can found link inside the book or in author biography) and share your
colored images with the community. Look for more books on author's
page on Amazon. Color with pleasure!
Colouring Inspirations Scholastic Australia 2015-12-01
Johanna Basford Enchantments Johanna Basford 2019-10-22
Lost Ocean Artist's Edition Johanna Basford 2017-04-04 A special artist's
edition of the hugely bestselling Lost Ocean with 24 illustrations from the
original book, ready to color and frame. From the artist who launched a
global adult coloring trend comes this special artist's edition of the
bestselling coloring book Lost Ocean. This collection features 24 of the
most popular illustrations from the book, presented single-sided on extra
thick cardstock in a large-scale format, easy to remove and ideal for
framing, display, or art projects.
Wonderlands Johanna Basford 2013
Enchanted Forest Journal Johanna Basford 2016-11-09
The Curiosity Shoppe Coloring Book Chris Price 2016-08-01 Step inside
the beguiling world of the Curiosity Shoppe! Welcome to the weird,
wonderful world of the Curiosity Shoppe, where every drawer, shelf, and
display oﬀers a new discovery. It's unlike anything you've ever seen--let
alone colored--as the pages provide an escape to a bygone era. In The
Curiosity Shoppe Coloring Book, you can explore a bric-a-brac store and
bring life to its many oddities through your color choices and
combinations. The Curiosity Shoppe Coloring Book is a treat for your eyes
and your imagination!
Magical Jungle Johanna Basford 2016-08-09 From the internationally
bestselling creator of Lost Ocean and Secret Garden comes a beautiful
new adult coloring book that takes you on a wondrous expedition through
the jungle Follow ink evangelist Johanna Basford down an inky trail
through the Magical Jungle and discover a forgotten world of ﬂora and
fauna just waiting to be colored in this new coloring book for adults.
Through intricate pen and ink illustrations, color-inners of all ages are
invited to explore an exotic rainforest teeming with creatures large and
small. Encounter speckled tree frogs and dainty hummingbirds, prowling
tigers and playful monkeys. Let your imagination run wild in the leafy
treetop canopy or ﬁnd yourself drawn to the delicate world of sensational
blossoms and tropical plants below. Now printed on specially selected
ivory paper. This paper has been speciﬁcally created for Johanna
Basford’s coloring books. It has a medium tooth which is perfect for
creating beautiful colored pencil eﬀects or chalk pastel backgrounds but
also wonderful for pens, which will glide eﬀortlessly over its surface. Filled
with stunningly detailed illustrations, Magical Jungle is a blissful and
relaxing at-home activity for people of all ages. “The colorists have a
queen, and her name is Johanna Basford.” —New York Magazine
“Consider trading in your yoga mat for a set of markers and peruse the
gorgeous gardens of Basford’s imagination.” —The Huﬃngton Post
Lost Ocean Johanna Basford 2015-10-27 From the creator of the
worldwide bestsellers Secret Garden and Enchanted Forest, a beautiful
new coloring book that takes you on a magical journey beneath the
waves. With this coloring book for adults, Johanna Basford invites colorinners of all ages to discover an enchanting underwater world hidden in
the depths of the sea. Through intricate pen and ink illustrations to
complete, color, and embellish, readers will meet shoals of exotic ﬁsh,
curious octopuses, and delicately penned seahorses. Visit coral reefs and
barnacle-studded shipwrecks, discover intricate shells and pirate treasure.
Secret Garden and Enchanted Forest fans and newcomers alike will
welcome this creative journey into an inky new world. For Lost Ocean,
Johanna picked a crisp ivory paper that accentuates and complements
your chosen color palette. The smooth, untextured pages allow for
beautiful blending or gradient techniques with colored pencils or are
perfect for pens, allowing the nib to glide evenly over the surface without
feathering. Filled with stunningly detailed illustrations, Lost Ocean is a
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blissful and relaxing at-home activity for people of all ages.
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